Department Regulation: 019-150326

Title: Lining of Athletic Fields

The following regulation shall be utilized by the campus and Facilities Management to ensure appropriate protocol is followed with regard to requests to paint temporary lines on University fields so as to allow specific sports to be played:

- The purpose of establishing this protocol is to provide additional opportunities for campus activities on fields where permanent game lines are not marked so as to maximize use of University facilities while also ensuring such the process for installing temporary markings maintain the field’s integrity and aesthetics as required for other important University events.
- The University maintains multiple outdoor fields which provide opportunities for a variety of different sporting activities. College Creek Field is permanently lined for soccer and also has limited permanent notations to facilitate painting of sport field lines for men’s lacrosse, women’s lacrosse and rugby. Redwood Bowl is permanently lined for football only. All other fields are unlined.
- It is the spirit and intent of this regulation that, in addition to soccer, College Creek Field be used primarily for sport club games and Redwood Bowl be used as a back-up game facility for sport clubs (except rugby) with temporary game lines allowed only during the timeframes noted below and/or should no other viable campus-based option exist for such sports during said timeframes.
- Temporary lines will only be allowed for official sport club or athletic team games. Lines will not be painted for practices or other activities.
- The period during which temporary game lines can be installed by Facilities Management are defined as follows:
  - College Creek Field: Spring semester only.
  - Redwood Bowl Field: January 1st thru April 15th only.
  - Upper Playing Field: Throughout the year and only in those areas beyond and outside of the softball field.
  - Campus Event Field: Throughout the year.
- Campus organizations whose activities qualify for painting of temporary game lines on any University field must file a work request with Facilities Management a minimum of 10 calendar days in advance of the planned activity. Only trained Facilities Management personnel are allowed to paint temporary game lines on University fields. Costs associating with fulfilling such requests will be borne by the requesting party.
- Facilities Management will utilize approved painting materials (i.e., Pioneer Quik Stripe Chalk or equal) and a spray lining machine to install temporary game lines.
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